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Chapter 1 : Sinister spiders of Saginaw | Ann Arbor District Library
We first found the Michigan Chillers while travelling (in Michigan). My 8 year old picked up "Dinosaurs Destroy Detroit"
and loved it. In the back was the first chapter of Sinister Spiders of Saginaw.

In the first book of that series, Michigan Mega-Monsters, the main character meets two girls at summer camp:
Sandy Johnson from Mayhem on Mackinac Island, Michigan Chillers book one and Leah, whose supernatural
arachnid powers come in handy against the swamp mutants stalking Camp Willow. By the time the drama is
finished, Leah will never look at spiders the same way. A maze of tunnels crisscrosses Saginaw underground
there, and it turns out that more than water travels through them. A species of gigantic spiders has made its
home in the pipe system, spiders vastly larger than anything native to Earth. Hunted down and backed into a
corner by one of the creatures, Leah and her friends are shocked to see it change into a humanoid, a boy
named Jarred they know from school. Jarred fills them in on the entire incredible story. He is part of an
extraterrestrial race called arachno-sapiens, peaceful aliens who fled their planet for Earth to get away from a
predatory spider race chasing them. With millions of massive, carnivorous spiders crawling over the face of
Earth, the end of society as we know it will be at hand. How long could even benevolent oversized spiders like
the arachno-sapiens walk around in plain sight without causing mass panic? The arachno-sapiens are as big
and strong as the hostile aliens, and can fight them on equal terms. That nobility of spirit is the one major
advantage Leah and her friends have over the invading arachnids. As Sinister Spiders of Saginaw puts it, " B
est friends help their best friends. Will the arachno-sapiens and their human allies restore order on Earth
before most people have any idea how close they were to extinction? Or will the nestling spiders usher in the
apocalypse for our modern world? The writing is eccentric and the story structure is extensively similar to
other Johnathan Rand juvenile novels, but Sinister Spiders of Saginaw makes better sense than most Michigan
Chillers, and there are exciting moments in it. But to me, the most agreeable surprise is how the end of this
book links to the next. Michigan Chillers ordinarily end with the main character meeting the protagonist of the
next book, who begins telling their own scary story. That unexpected change of habit is refreshing, as Sinister
Spiders of Saginaw is overall, and the author deserves kudos for it. Emerson kill the octogores with acid-ice
that are invading the city of saginaw.
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Chapter 2 : #9 Sinister Spiders of Saginaw
Sinister Spiders of Saginaw was a nice bounceback for Johnathan Rand's Michigan Chillers, probably the best book in
the series since Aliens Attack Alpena.I especially looked forward to it because the protagonist, thirteen-year-old Leah
Warner, is already familiar to those of us who read the author's American Chillers.

In the first book of that series, Michigan Mega-Monsters, the main character meets two girls at summer camp:
Sandy Johnson from Mayhem on Mackinac Island, Michigan Chillers book one and Leah, whose supernatural
arachnid powers come in handy against the swamp mutants stalking Camp Willow. By the time the drama is
finished, Leah will never look at spiders the same way. A maze of tunnels crisscrosses Saginaw underground
there, and it turns out that more than water travels through them. A species of gigantic spiders has made its
home in the pipe system, spiders vastly larger than anything native to Earth. Hunted down and backed into a
corner by one of the creatures, Leah and her friends are shocked to see it change into a humanoid, a boy
named Jarred they know from school. Jarred fills them in on the entire incredible story. He is part of an
extraterrestrial race called arachno-sapiens, peaceful aliens who fled their planet for Earth to get away from a
predatory spider race chasing them. With millions of massive, carnivorous spiders crawling over the face of
Earth, the end of society as we know it will be at hand. How long could even benevolent oversized spiders like
the arachno-sapiens walk around in plain sight without causing mass panic? The arachno-sapiens are as big
and strong as the hostile aliens, and can fight them on equal terms. That nobility of spirit is the one major
advantage Leah and her friends have over the invading arachnids. As Sinister Spiders of Saginaw puts it, " B
est friends help their best friends. Will the arachno-sapiens and their human allies restore order on Earth
before most people have any idea how close they were to extinction? Or will the nestling spiders usher in the
apocalypse for our modern world? The writing is eccentric and the story structure is extensively similar to
other Johnathan Rand juvenile novels, but Sinister Spiders of Saginaw makes better sense than most Michigan
Chillers, and there are exciting moments in it. But to me, the most agreeable surprise is how the end of this
book links to the next. Michigan Chillers ordinarily end with the main character meeting the protagonist of the
next book, who begins telling their own scary story. That unexpected change of habit is refreshing, as Sinister
Spiders of Saginaw is overall, and the author deserves kudos for it. January 1, Anthony Extremely scary in
every single chapter Leah and her two friends help mr. Emerson kill the octogores with acid-ice that are
invading the city of saginaw. January 1, Nick Leah, who disappears through the book halfway searching for
her dog, in what she thinks is a fantasy. Her two friends Angela and Connor come to help her find her dog.
The plot of the story is Leah, who is deathly afraid of spiders, gets lost searching for her dog and friend in the
sewers of Saginaw. Leah and Conner get attacked by two gigantic spiders and wrapped into t Leah, who
disappears through the book halfway searching for her dog, in what she thinks is a fantasy. Leah and Conner
get attacked by two gigantic spiders and wrapped into their web and carried down into the depths of Saginaw.
Personally, if I was attacked by two enormous spiders I would just give in. Although desperate to find their
best friend Angela in the sewers, they search for her in the spider-infested area. They someone manage to find
her caught in the web of another spider. What even are the chances that in the whole sewers of Saginaw you
find your best friend, apparently pretty good. Then as they are trying to walk out the-the sewers to go home,
another ginormous spider comes at them. Turns out that the other giant spider was their friend from school.
After all that goes down, they realize the whole town is in trouble. Why, because the bad spiders are going to
dump bad water into the tower and transform everyone who drinks it into one. My question is why did these
spiders even come to Saginaw in the first place? Maybe, Saginaw has the best sewer system for them to live
in. I actually enjoyed the book more than I thought. At first, I expected some cheesy make-believe story about
kids fighting giant spiders. Until the fact, Johnathan Rand incorporated the facts of Saginaw and made it seem
realistic. There were a few parts I did not enjoy. How in the world did this girl get so lucky? First, she
magically finds her best friend in a huge sewer system. Then, she escapes death nearly and few times, without
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the spiders hurting her or her friends at all. Typically, I would not pick this book up. It almost reminds me of
those Magic Treehouse books that seem impossible for that to happen to kids. What is friendship anyway? The
actual definition of friendship is the emotions of the conduct of friends, the state of being friends. For instance,
how many friends of yours would come help you find your dog in that instance? Would your friend sacrifice
their life to save you being attacked by a giant spider? Isâ€¦ is that you? Hopeless, Leah believes it is a spider
about ready to attack her, but remarkably Conner is on the other end with his pocket knife cutting through the
cocoon. What a great friend you have to chop you out of a cocoon, and survive. Another time when Angela
and Leah escaped the spiders they jumped up into the air went and hid. Rand At this time Leah is falling down
the air rafters into who knows where, and Angela slid down to save her. That is what I call friendship. January
1, Ben Arens I loved this book because i like spiders. This book is about 3 kids that get trapped by spiders and
get caught underground. I recommend this book for people that like spiders and like a little scare. So when she
loses his dog, grumpy, runs away, she finds the octogores- the evil spiders. She and her friends Angela and
Conner find out that the achrano-sapiens- the good spiders- are all around them. The 3 kids and the
achrano-sapiens team up to stop the octogores. They overpower the octogores only to find a shocking end! A
girl named Leah and her friends discover a race of giant spiders and they suspect they are up to no good. They
team up to stop them and try to figure out their plans. January 1, Tony Francis I liked this book. It was very
interesting because the charcters have to save their town. I live i Saginaw so it was pretty cool for me. I got it
at the Saginaw Soccerfest and he Jonathan Rand signed it for me. I finished it in four days. For teens and
preteens. January 1, Reese Its about a girl who hates spideres and 2 friends who look for there dog and find
huge spiders underground who are trying to take over. January 1, These giant spiders take over grand rapids
destroy what will they do next January 1, it was a good book! January 1, It was a good book about adventure
and giant 16 foot spiders. January 1, Grace Wright I hate spiders, this book was good but it freaked me out!
The ending scared me. January 1, This one was a big adventure to read. Love the monster spiders. January 1,
Fishy I think it was a great book and I think you should read it too! I liked the part when the good guys
sneaked into the water tower and saved Saginaw.
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Chapter 3 : Chillermaniacs, the Johnathan Rand Blog: Sinister Spiders of Saginaw
Sinister Spiders of Saginaw (Michigan Chillers #9) by Johnathan Rand, Jonathan Rand Something sinister lurks beneath
the city of Saginaw, Michigan. Leah, with her friends Conner and Angela, don't have much time before these giant
spiders put their evil plan into action.

I live i Saginaw so it was pretty cool for me. I got it at the Saginaw Soccerfest and he Jonathan Rand signed it
for me. I finished it in four days. For teens and preteens So when she loses his dog, grumpy, runs away, she
finds the octogores- the evil spiders. She and her friends Angela and Conner find out that the achrano-sapiensthe good spiders- are all around them. The 3 kids and the achrano-sapiens team up to stop the octogores
Anthony Extremely scary in every single chapter Leah and her two friends help mr. Emerson kill the
octogores with acid-ice that are invading the city of saginaw Tony Francis I liked this book. It was very
interesting because the charcters have to save their town. A girl named Leah and her friends discover a race of
giant spiders and they suspect they are up to no good. They team up to stop them and try to figure out their
plans. I especially looked forward to it because the protagonist, thirteen-year-old Leah Warner, is already
familiar to those of us who read the author Nick Leah, who disappears through the book halfway searching for
her dog, in what she thinks is a fantasy. Her two friends Angela and Connor come to help her find her dog.
Keira Kohles The main character i read was Angela her name was Angela and there was a attack of spiders
huge spiders and Angela hatted spiders even the tiny ones. So there was a spider attack and they where living
in the sewers and wanted to make the humans under control of them with putting there toxic stuff in
Download at full speed with unlimited bandwidth with just one click! Fully optimized for all platforms - no
additional software required!
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Chapter 4 : Sinister Spiders of Saginaw (Michigan Chillers) by Johnathan Rand | eBay
Leah, Connor, and Angela have a daring plan, and they race against the clock to stop the enormous creatures from
taking over the city of Saginaw. But the giant, sinister spiders have a plan of their own!

In the first book of that series, Michigan Mega-Monsters, the main character meets two girls at summer camp:
Anthony Extremely scary in every single chapter Leah and her two friends help mr. Emerson kill the
octogores with acid-ice that are invading the city of saginaw. Nick Leah, who disappears through the book
halfway searching for her dog, in what she thinks is a fantasy. Her two friends Angela and Connor come to
help her find her dog. The plot of the story is Leah, who is deathly afraid of spiders, gets lost searching for her
dog and friend in the sewers of Saginaw. Leah and Conner get Ben Arens I loved this book because i like
spiders. This book is about 3 kids that get trapped by spiders and get caught underground. I recommend this
book for people that like spiders and like a little scare. So when she loses his dog, grumpy, runs away, she
finds the octogores- the evil spiders. She and her friends Angela and Conner find out that the achrano-sapiensthe good spiders- are all around them. The 3 kids and the achrano-sapiens team up to stop the octogores. They
overpower the octogores only to find a shocking end! A girl named Leah and her friends discover a race of
giant spiders and they suspect they are up to no good. They team up to stop them and try to figure out their
plans. Tony Francis I liked this book. It was very interesting because the charcters have to save their town. I
live i Saginaw so it was pretty cool for me. I got it at the Saginaw Soccerfest and he Jonathan Rand signed it
for me. I finished it in four days. For teens and preteens. Reese Its about a girl who hates spideres and 2
friends who look for there dog and find huge spiders underground who are trying to take over. Andre These
giant spiders take over grand rapids destroy what will they do next Fluffyrose It was a good book about
adventure and giant 16 foot spiders. Grace Wright I hate spiders, this book was good but it freaked me out!
The ending scared me. JacobT This one was a big adventure to read. Love the monster spiders. Fishy I think it
was a great book and I think you should read it too! I liked the part when the good guys sneaked into the water
tower and saved Saginaw. The Conclusion Fear Street:
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Chapter 5 : American Chillers - Wikipedia
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.

This article relies too much on references to primary sources. Please improve this by adding secondary or
tertiary sources. November Learn how and when to remove this template message American Chillers and
Michigan Chillers are a series of horror novels for children written by author Johnathan Rand. The series
started in February as a Michigan-only series and expanded to a national focus in December with Michigan
Mega-Monsters. According to the author, the American Chillers book series will continue through all fifty
states. A pair of kids at a camp find a giant sea monster. A brother and a sister find magical artifacts and must
keep them safe from ogres who will use them to destroy the world. Three children must escape a cloud of fog,
and the phantoms within it, or they will become trapped in it forever. A magical mask must be protected by
three friends, or else the world will be destroyed by a group of ghost ninjas. Farm equipment comes to life and
attempts to destroy a boy and his cousin on a farm. A group of friends discover werewolves are real with the
help of a librarian. Aliens take control of mannequins to take over the world, and they have already taken over
the Mall of America , trapping two friends inside. An angry toy maker wants revenge on a rival by framing
him for the destruction of Indiana by an army of robotic locusts. Three kids who step into a supposedly
haunted house late at night may never come out thanks to a boy who died years and years ago. The doll that
belonged to a ghostly child may help her dead spirit have revenge on an innocent young girl. Unless two
young video game addicts can stop them, an army of vampires from a video game could escape into reality.
When a condor attacks two kids in the Californian woods, they have no idea what they are in for. Three
friends meet a man who is attempting to make corn grow faster and get bigger. The problem is nightcrawlers
have eaten it and grow as long as buses, posing a threat to human lives. Aliens disguised as normal people are
going to conquer the Earth if two friends do not get in the way. A boy places a toy similar to Sea Monkeys in
water mixed with fertilizer. The toy grows to be a very large, very aggressive, semi aquatic monster. A group
of robbers will take thousands of dollars in artwork if three kids on a field trip do not stop them in time. Note
that although the events in the previous book were never mentioned, the main character was a side character in
South Carolina Sea Creatures. A group of friends have to stop dragons from conquering a fantasy world, as
well as ours. A brother and sister on a camping trip in the Montana wilderness soon discover a herd of
aggressive subterranean mammoths that evolved after the ice age. Three friends must help a toy maker whose
experimentation with a new type of battery turned his toys into monsters. After a kid sees a UFO over a resort,
giant, mutant, laser-shooting jellyfish destroy a water park. Note that although the events in the last book are
never mentioned, the main character was a character in Terrifying Toys of Tennessee. They find themselves
going back in time after he completes a time travel invention experiment. The experiment works, but brings
back three unwanted guests. After moving into a new house, a girl is plagued by visions that only she can see,
and who can also see her. Three friends go boating on a freshwater lake, but this particular lake is the hunting
ground of a 60 ft long prehistoric shark. A school becomes the scene of an outbreak of cooties, vicious insects
whose bite turns people into zombies, and there is no cure. While hiking, two siblings discover that Komodo
dragons are loose in the forest, and they are extremely vicious. A silly curse from an old witch becomes
reality. Two friends who are training to become divers are called to rescue a chemical barrel from a sunken
submarine, but they discover that the chemical makes marine life far more aggressive than usual. Robotic
vacuum cleaners come to life. A novel comes to life. Two friends wander away from a ski resort to search for
a mythical bigfoot creature, but when the creature starts hunting them, things get out of control. Mosquitoes
grow to enormous sizes and attack Maine. Two friends who are both dinosaur lovers get a chance to visit a
new dinosaur theme-park, complete with mechanical lifelike dinosaurs. The problem is, the dinosaurs are
acting a little too lifelike. When a ship containing a race of violent aliens crash-lands on Earth , three friends
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find themselves fighting for their lives. Three fossil-hunters stumble on a frightening secret. A sinister world
lies beneath the new waterpark , spelling danger for its patrons 39 Angry Army Ants Ambush Alabama March
15, The swamp hides an insect threat. Sasha and her friend Trey, are aware of the old legends of giant snakes
that live in the ice and snow. List of Michigan Chillers books[ edit ] Rand has written a separate series of
books titled, Michigan Chillers, starting in A brothers and sister on vacation on Mackinac Island discover a
fantasy world, and must defeat an evil sorcerer in order to escape 2 Terror Stalks Traverse City Two brother
must save Traverse City from a Yeti during Christmas time. Twins move into a house they realize is haunted
and must banish the ghosts from their home. Friends Mark and Meghan discover a spaceship full of aliens
who want to take over the world and must stop them. Friends Corky and Ashley realize their neighbors
gargoyle is alive. Kevin while on a camping trip with his family begins to notice ghostly happenings. Friends
Nick and Summer find a hole in time that allows them to go back in time to visit the dinosaurs. However,
Dinosaurs come back through the portal and destroy the city. Giant spiders rise up through the ground and
attack the city of Saginaw. Two friends become trapped on a ghost ship. While fly fishing Craig hooks an
alligator and he must figure our where they are coming from. Ashlen has an ability to see mystical creatures,
but one day she sees an army of ghouls ready to take over her hometown and must stop them. A group of
friends must stop a swarm of bionic bats terrorizing their city. A sister and brother must escape a copper mine
and the horrible monsters that live in it. Shelby goes to a burger festival, but a set of strange circumstances
causes the food to come to life. Two friends go ghost hunting with one of their dads and it goes wrong. The
new covers are by Dwayne Harris of Kalispell, Montana.
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Chapter 6 : Sinister Spiders of Saginaw - Johnathan Rand - Google Books
Something sinister lurks beneath the city of Saginaw, Michigan. Leah, with her friends Conner and Angela, don't have
much time before these giant spiders put their evil plan into action.

When I read these "scary" books, I found it hard to finish any of them, as their plots were totally ludicrous. So,
this blog is where you can find comical reviews of these books. We will also be adding other Johnathan Rand
books. We are from the government. We are here to help. I thought for some reason by looking at the cover
that this book would be different. Get ready for a BAD case of the creepy crawlies! Wait a minute, BAD, like
this book? Can you even get a case of the creepy crawlies? Is "the creepy crawlies" a medical diagnosis?
Would it be called "creepy crawlies syndrome"? I am over-thinking this. But then again, what do you expect
from Michigan Chillers? On with the review! Main Characters Leah, whose believability disappears halfway
through the novel -- er, forget it, she was never a believable character, and her friends Angela and Connor,
who all disappear into spider coccoons a quarter of the way through the novel. Plot Leah Warner, our eleven
year-old! She frantically swats at a spider, because she is afraid of spiders. Well, Leah, have I got a treat for
you. Her dad comes downstairs to go to work and Leah watches him leave in his truck, as the exhaust becomes
visible in the very cold, morning air. In most Johnathan Rand books, the author lets his potential shine through
the ludicrous plot by excellently describing a scene or two the way most people would view that scene. After
school, she finds giant spiders, who capture her. Those two things that I just told you about were two
misleading chapter cliffhanger endings. It was only Jarred from school! But it gets worse. How did the spiders
know where to put the eggs? They could have put the eggs into sewage water that was going to be pumped off
to be boiled, strained, and cleaned. And how did they track them down anyway? And why did they target
Saginaw, anyway? A, where the majority of the world rests on its residents staying human. Everyone knows
who he is except for the reader! Was Johnathan Rand serious about writing this book? Why do kids find this
scary? Why am I asking you all these questions? Jarred turns back into a person and takes them to the surface,
where he takes them to the home of their science teacher, who is also a spider. However, he is being attacked
by spiders! They foil their dastardly plan. But The Twist Is Leah, who, let me remind you, hates spiders
discovers that she is a spider. A lame attempt at an R. Stine type twist, only R. Stine actually makes sense.
Stine never said that they were humans when they were aliens, but in this one, she says she hates spiders,
when she is one. Alien spiders can shapeshift into humans. Shapeshifting alien spiders who can shapeshift into
humans must flee their home planet and wind up enrolling into our public school system. Spider eggs can turn
people into spiders. Alien Spiders can still live in the United States without a birth cirtificate, place of
employment, social security number, or resume. And it keeps me up at night. Michigan Chillers still suck.
Shapeshifting spider aliens hate spiders. Shapeshifting spider aliens can live their entire lives eleven years not
knowing they are spiders. Great Prose Alert We were going to have a quiz today. Not telling your child that
they are a spider? Questionable Spidering The spiders attempt to put eggs or something like that into the city
water supply so they can turn the entire population of Saginaw into spiders somehow Say What? Alien spider
refugees wind up enrolling into our public school system. Where Have I Seen This Before Alert It was all in
Eight Legged Freaks, well, except for the whole part about the humans turning into spiders, which basically
filled up the entire back half and ending of the book. You try and find a movie with a similar plot to Sinister
Spiders of Saginaw. Can spiders from another planet shapeshift into Oh, forget that. Did this book SUCK?
Conclusions This is one of the worst books I have ever read. This was an awful book. BUT, at least in some
parts it was kind of fun to read, and by that I mean that some parts were genuinely ferociously suspenseful,
like when they try to save the town.
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When giant spiders arise from beneath Saginaw, Michigan, and begin taking humans as their prey, Leah Warner and
her friends concoct a daring plan to stop the evil creatures. "synopsis" may belong to another edition of this title.

Chapter 8 : Sinister Spiders of Saginaw by Johnathan Rand | LibraryThing
Michigan Chillers: Michigan Chillers #9 Sinister Spiders or Saginaw Vol. 9 by Jonathan Rand (, Paperback) Be the first
to write a review About this product.

Chapter 9 : American Chillers Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
A while back, me and my friend Chris Bly stumbled upon the American and Michigan Chillers books by Johnathan Rand.
When I read these "scary" books, I found it hard to finish any of them, as their plots were totally ludicrous.
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